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Key example of new plant design innovation
Contemporary block and paver plant designs and fabrication technologies afford concrete plant mainstays, such as
Cambridge Pavingstones & Wall Systems of New Jersey,
the opportunity to reinvent production plants – creating
fully automated and integrated works of art.
Whether the project is a new plant design/build or a retroﬁt
to an existing facility, Standley Batch Systems of Cape Girardeau, MO is an expert in manufacturing and supplying
plant systems to support these production plant reinventions.
For almost 80 years, the dedicated team at Standley Batch has
fabricated steel and developed innovative systems to anticipate the needs of the concrete industry. What began as a
small group of craftsmen is now a full team of dedicated specialists.

Complete plant creation
Today, Standley Batch in one of the leaders in the concrete industry in the customization of complete and integrated material handling systems. They design and produce complete
batch plants from start to ﬁnish in-house. From truck hoppers
to cement silos to the discharge of mixed product, Standley
Batch has never built two identical plants. All plants are designed to meet a customer’s speciﬁc needs and location requirements, and are completely fabricated in the United
States.

Retroﬁtting and upgrades
Those operating older plants still beneﬁt from Standley
Batch’s adaptable equipment. It’s intelligently compatible

Precise pattern blend on the main product belt
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with a variety of existing systems, bridging the gap between
aging infrastructure and modern technology.

Cambridge Pavingstones & Wall Systems - Innovation
in Design and Application
The challenge
Cambridge Pavingstones & Wall Systems, based in New Jersey, is a leader in the paver industry. Last year, they created a
new batch plant to stay in line with the increasing sales market. Speciﬁcally, Cambridge needed to add new consistent
color blends for their paver products and augment their existing plant production capabilities nearby; they selected
Standley Batch Systems as their technology integration partner for material handling.

The solution
Standley Batch custom designed the layout, system components and integration capabilities to meet product-producing
needs and to introduce new paver blends to the market.
The material handling arrangement incorporates two loaderfed truck hoppers with grizzly grate screens. These feed a
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Product blend feeder belts

space-saving Flex-wall belt, which feeds two shuttle conveyors that drop aggregate into two sets of six square aggregate
bins. These aggregate bins feed in conjunction with two
portable specialty bins feed two base mixers and two face
mixers for an endless amount of color blending options.
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Flex-wall conveyor moves product efﬁciently in restricted
spaces

Dual weigh-belts move aggregate efﬁciently to the mixers

The plant includes 2,400 tons of inside material storage feeding two material weigh belt systems, a face mix system, cement silos, cement screws, cement batchers, two skip fed
planetary mixers, THT3000 mixers for the base mix and two

skip fed THT500 mixers for the face mix, as well as full automation controls from Egan (KF Controls) start to ﬁnish.
Standley Batch’s aggregate storage bins for the Cambridge
facility offer 50-degree sloped double discharge openings

Final product blend system

Aggregate bins with specialty specialty face mix aggregate
line
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with air-operated clam gates for smooth ﬂow and quick, accurate material weigh-up. The bins’ square design allows for
custom ﬁt of the capacity needed in an allotted layout. To
eliminate corner buildup, Standley Batch installs shed plates
that allow for the best ﬂow of material.

From the start of the process at the receiving hopper to
automated communication between the mixer and mud
blending system, the entire process demonstrates a
seamless plant operation.

The product blending system is an in-line feed system, which
allows the product to discharge from the mixer onto a feeder
belt with segmented gates; this creates a precise pattern
blend on the main product belt feeding the block machine.
This system works with Cambridge’s recipes and provides an
automated dispensing system onto the main conveyor that
feeds the block machine. This system gives them a unique
and distinct advantage over their competitors.
Not only did Standley Batch design, build and install the material handling systems, they work directly with Cambridge
Pavingstones & Wall Systems’ plant operators to fully integrate
all systems into one logical production process. Custom built
to customer speciﬁcations and production needs, the Cambridge plant is a key example of new plant design innovation
by Standley Batch Systems.
“Cambridge knew what they wanted from the start, but designing it all to work with the restrictions they faced was a demanding task,” said Justin Pattengill, operations manager at
Standley Batch. “Through many conversations, drawing revisions and teamwork directly with Charles Gamarekian Jr., Jeff
Martin and Bob Toedter, we came up with the ﬁnal plan that
is now an up-and-running block and paver plant. I’ve enjoyed
working with the Cambridge group throughout this project,
and I’m very proud of the plant that we have produced together.”
Standley Batch Systems has a long history with Cambridge
Pavers, a relationship built on trust, superior equipment, attention to detail and a high level of service.
“I commissioned Standley Batch Systems for my ﬁrst plant in
1985 and have gone back to them for new batch plans to accommodate new plant construction again in 1987, 1995,
1997, 2002 and 2016,” said Charles H. Gamarekian, Chairman
& CEO of Cambridge Pavingstones & Wall Systems. “In between upgrades, I would always call on Standley to fabricate
and install new technology. I only use vendors that make my
life uneventful and provide quality and service consistently.”
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Clam gates discharge aggregate precisely onto dual
weigh-belts

Standley Batch Systems’ team of professionals creates unique
plant systems for blocks, pavers, pipe, precast, ready-mix bagging and quarries. They continuously innovate their systems
and capabilities to best use changing technology.
In 2018, Standley Batch celebrated 78 years of business. Innovation, growth and equipment sustainability are Standley
Batch pillars that continue to impact the material handling industry.
From planning to design to bending steel, the team at Standley Batch can create a custom block and paver concrete plant
to your exact needs, including retroﬁt and upgrade capabilities for existing plants – proudly designed and fabricated at
Standley Batch headquarters in Cape Girardeau, Mo., U.S.
왎

FURTHER INFORMATION

Standley Batch Systems Inc
505 Aquamsi St, Cape Girardeau, MO 63703, USA
T +1 573 3342831
sales@standleybatch.com
www.standleybatch.com
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